PHARMINTECH EXHIBITION 2019 COMES TO THE END
WITH A GROWTH UP TO 10%
AND A SIGNIFICANT INCREASE OF FOREIGN ATTENDEES
13 April 2019, Bologna, Italy - The sixth edition of Pharmintech Exhibition, the event organized by
BolognaFiere, which focused the spotlight on technological innovation for the Life Science industry, has
come to the end.
Pharmintech 2109 registered a growth up to 10% in attendance; the number of foreign industrial
professionals has almost doubles.
"We are very satisfied with the results of this edition - says Antonio Bruzzone, President of Pharmintech
Srl and General Manager of Bologna Fiere - The presence of 321 companies (115 from abroad, 36% of
the total) and the great success in terms of attendance well represent the quality of Pharmintech 2019, which
brought to light the excellence of the Life Science industry. Innovation, technology and research are the
values leading the development of the sector. Along the corridors of the Bologna fair district in these days,
the most advanced solutions for processing, packaging, instrumentation and management solutions of the
supply chain, as well as digital and automation technologies applied to the sector, from the IoT - Internet
of Things to data governance solutions."
"At this edition of Pharmintech, Italy presented itself with the recent result achieved at European level says Sergio Dompé, President of Pharmintech Exhibition - Our country has earned the record as a
pharmaceutical manufacturer in Europe, with a value of up to 44 billion euros and 2.7 billion euros invested
in production, research and development. The 2019 edition of Pharmintech represented the further stimulus
to the entire world of life sciences to further increase its know-how for the next future, in which this industry
will follow the deep transformation taking place in our society, improving the quality of life of the entire
population."
PHARMINTECH MONITOR
An overview of the international pharmaceutical market and industry, with particular attention to future
developments: this is Pharmintech Monitor, the Pharmintech Observatory developed with the
collaboration of the UCIMA Study Center.
A pool of experts and analysts has studied the reference markets for Life Science, offering privileged
perspectives and points of view, based on economic data, statistics and research: from worldwide growth
rates to a more detailed look at key markets - in particular Europe and the United States.
Pharmintech Monitor is available to all operators who attended Pharmintech 2019.
PHARMINTECH AWARDS AWARDED THE MOST INNOVATIVE START-UP IN LIFE
SCIENCE

With the collaboration of the Golinelli Foundation and G-Factor - the incubator/accelerator aimed at
emerging entrepreneurial realities, inaugurated on February 25th in Bologna - Pharmintech 2019 hosted the
10 most promising start-ups, selected by a team of scientists and business experts among 124 projects sent
for the 2018 edition of the Call for Ideas &Start-up First Edition 2018 Life Science Innovation.
Among them, Pharmintech awarded the most interesting project, with the support of the event's partners.
The € 3,500 prize, provided by Pharmintech in collaboration with the sponsor of the initiative, Hewlett
Packard Enterprise, went to RELIEF, a spin-off of the Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna in Pisa, which has
created and patented miniaturized devices with a magnetic activation, specific for the treatment of diseases
affecting the urinary system.
BOLOGNA HEALTH WEEK
Thanks to the conjunction with Cosmofarma, the event dedicated to the world of pharmacy scheduled from
12 to 14 April 2019, Pharmintech helped to involve the entire drug supply chain in Bologna. From 9 to 14
April, the Bologna Health Week, organized under the patronage of Federfarma Bologna and the
Municipality of Bologna, involves citizens in prevention activities: almost 90 pharmacies in Bologna
provide clinic tests.
For further information, please visit: www.pharmintech.it

